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Background

Over the past three years, the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has
sponsored a dedicated program focused on the development of a computerized
simulation model for assessing maintainer performance reliability within the
nuclear power plant (NPP) maintenance context. The primary impetus of this
program was the need for and lack of a comprehensive source of human reliability
data for input to probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) studies. Because of the
relative paucity of research directed toward the empirical evaluation of
maintainer performance, the lack of human reliability data in the maintenance
context is even more pronounced than for other contexts such as NPP operation.
The end-product of this program, an evaluated computer simulation model entitled
"MAPPS" (MAintenance Personnel Performance Simulation), has been developed and is
currently being evaluated. Initial model runs and preliminary comparisons to
gathered evaluation data indicates that MAPPS will provide a practical,
acceptable and useful tool for generating valuable maintainer performance data
for input to PRA studies. The versatility generally associated with
simulation-type models is also inherent in the MAPPS model and allows its
usefulness to extend beyond its primary purpose for PRA. As such, the MAPPS
model represents a comprehensive framework for analyzing maintenance activities.
Not only will the model provide a quantitative source of performance data for PRA
purposes and for making decisions related to maintenance activities, it will also
provide the user/analyst with qualitative insights into the design and structure
of maintenance tasks and the maintenance context in general. Following a brief
description of the MAPPS model and a discussion of model evaluation efforts,
various potential applications of the model will be presented.

The MAPPS Model

Die MAPPS model is of the simulation type and has been specifically
developed to simulate NPP maintenance activities. One of the main advantages of
simulation modeling is that it can be effectively utilized to model complex
systems composed of a large number of interdependent variables. Efforts to model
such systems deterministically tend to be extremely difficult due to the
complexity of expressing analytically the numerous and highly interdependent
relationships between system variables. Monte Carlo techniques used in
simulation modeling allow these relationships to be addressed stochastically and
aid in retaining the dynamic realism of the system to be modeled.

The development of the MAPPS model was firmly based on information provided
by a front-end analysis-1 and four job analyses.2,3^, 5 ihe initial model design
was subjected to a review by subject-matter experts and a second review was sub-
sequently carried out after model development was completed̂ , and a plan for model
evaluation was formulated. The modeling efforts and plans for evaluation
received the endorsement and positive support of the review panels.

MAPPS is a task-oriented simulation model that includes environmental,
motivational, task and organizational variables which influence personnel
performance reliability. It yields information such as predicted errors,
personnel requirements, areas of maintainer stress and fatigue, performance time



and required maintainer ability levels for any corrective or preventive
maintenance actions in NPPs.

The MAPPS model was developed to be rich in both input variables and output
parameters. The generous assortment of input variables provides the user with a
high degree of flexibility in describing the maintenance situation of interest
and for performing parametric sensitivity analyses of important maintenance
variables. The large spectrum of output parameters provides the user with an
abundance of data that allows significant insight into the performance of the
task under consideration. User-friendly interactive menu? were developed for
MAPPS that allows fast and easy control of the,input data and choice of relevant
output format types. The MAPPS model was also developed to be minimally
dependent upon data base information relating to average subtask completion
times. Such data are required by MAPPS as input but are often not available in
data banks or from observational data. Accordingly, a rank-ordering regression
technique was developed for estimating this data for all subtasks from a minimum
of six actual duration times entered by the user. Comparison of the output of
this method with independent actual maintenance subtask performance time measures
indicated very close correspondence between the actual time measures and the time
estimates produced by the regression technique.6

Although a full in-depth description of the MAPPS model is beyond the scope
of the present paper/ an overview of the organization and content of MAPPS is
presented. Interested readers are referred to a two-volume NUREG/CR report 7> e

which describes in considerable detail the structure and content of MAPPS.

A summary of MAPPS functional processing is presented in Fig. 1. Steps 6
through 11 identify an iteration loop that simulates the entire task of interest
the number of times specified by the user. A number of iterations (simulations)
of a task is necessary to smooth the random effects introduced by various
stochastic processes within a simulation. Various hierarchial levels of output
may be generated by MAPPS {subtask, shift, iteration and run) if requested.
Output at the run level (overall task level) is the only output that is always
generated for the user- Step 7 of Fig. 1 points out that MAPPS will select the
required maintainers for each subtask from the maintainer work group identified
by the user. When more than one maintainer exists for a given maintainer type,
MAPPS will choose the maintainer with the least time worked during the current
work shift. Selection of the subtask work crew will also be dependent upon
overmanning or undermanning parameters as designated by the user. Step 13
indicates that MAPPS also allows shift changes to occur during task simulation.
Shift changes are allowed to occur at specified times during task simulation, or
following particular subtasks.

Step 8 of Fig. 1 represents the heart of the MAPPS model. The logic for
this step is expanded in Fig. 2 and is utilized for each normal subtask for each
iteration of the task of interest. MAPP£ addresses 28 subtask kinds, 22 of which
are considered normal subtasks and 6 are considered special". Special subtasks
such as decision making and troubleshooting are not models of cognitive behavior
per se, but are means of determining the time and probability of reaching a



correct solution dependent on factors such as intellective .ability, goal
importance, trouble report quality, etc. The special subtasks will not be
discussed further in this paper; rather, processing of the normal subtasks will
be emphasized.

The overall purpose of the logic presented in Fig. 2 is to determine:
(a) whether or not the subtask is performed successfully, (b) whether or not an
undetected error exists in the work, and (c) how much time is involved in
completing the subtask. By way of overview, Fig. 2 indicates that the simulation
logic is primarily centered around the difference between the current ability
levels of .the maintainers and the ability requirements of the subtask to be .
performed. The degree of ability difference has a succinct effect upon the
probability of subtask success, the average duration of subtask performance and
the total stress experienced by the maintainers. The total stress on the
simulated work group is affected by the ability difference value as well as by
tijtie stress, radiation stress and communication problems (if present). These
other contributors to total stress are described as follows: time stress - when
the time required to perform all remaining subtasks is greater than the time
available for total task completion, time stress is assumed to be present;
radiation stress - when the absorbed radiation dose for a given technician will
be greater than 800 millirem (mrem) during the course of task completion,
radiation stress is assumed to exist (the NFC's maximum permissible quarterly
dose is 1250 mrem); communication stress - if communication is an ingredient in
subtask performance, the stress resulting from any communication degradation such
as elevated noise level, excessively lengthy communications or large work crews
is considered.

The MAPPS model allows the user to specify if an acceptability check is made
of the work performed by the simulated maintainers. If so, a supervisor or
quality assurance check is simulated in addition to the normal checks made by the
work group. Four subtask outcomes are possible: (a) success - the subtask was
completed in an acceptable manner without any uncorrected errors; (b) false
alarm - the subtask was completed without any uncorrected errors but was found to
be unacceptable by a supervisor/QC check; (c) detected error - uncorrected errors
existed at the end of subtask performance and were detected by a supervisor/QC
check; (d) undetected error - uncorrected errors existed at the end of subtask
performance but were not detected by a supervisor/QC check. Perceived work crew
failure on a subtask (false alarm, detected error) leads to re-performance of the
subtask which in turn leads to higher subtask performance time, higher time and
radiation stress and a greater fatigue level. Sequences of subtask failures or
successes will also lead to a respective decrease or increase in the maintainers
motivation (aspiration) levels. Under the circumstances of high time stress the
MAPPS model will allow subtasks of low importance (e.g./ clean up subtasks in
some instances) to be skipped by the work crew.

The previous several paragraphs have presented a relatively mechanistic view
of the functioning of the simulation modules as presented in Fig. 2. Additional
qualitative insight into the operation of the model are summarized in the
following set of axioms upon which the subtask simulation is based:



1. Subtask success probability and performance duration vary as a function
of the difference between the ability requirements of a subtask and the actual
ability of the maintainers. As the abilities of the maintainers approach or
exceed the ability requirements of a subtask, the subtask success probability
increases and the performance time decreases.

2. Stress on the maintainers affects success probability and performance
duration. "Moderate" stress increases subtask success probability and decreases
performance time. "High" stress (i.e., stress above the stress thresholds of the
members of the simulated work group) decreases the success probability.

3. T>tfhen the workplace temperature exceeds 80° Fahrenheit, performance
will degrade as a function of the level of heightened temperature.

4. When maintainers know that the radiation level to which they will be
exposed during task performance is such that their total absorbed dose will be
greater than their quarterly allowance, they will tend to increase their
work pace (to decrease their exposure).

5. Poor component accessibility, inferior procedural aids and protective
clothing tend to make maintainer performance slower and less accurate.

6. Fatigue and non-recent performance of a task negatively affect
performance time and work quality.

7. The supervisor's requirements relative to work quality will determine
whether or not a work group's performance of a subtask is "acceptable" or
"unacceptable."

8. Work groups with high levels of aspiration working for supervisors with
high levels of aspiration will perform more quickly and thoroughly.

9. A favorable organizational climate reinforces productivity.

10. If communication is required during the course of the performance of a
subtask, subtask performance will degrade as a function of conditions which fail
to support communication.

The MAPPS model provides information at varying degrees of granularity. The
user may request information in one, several or all of the following categories:
subtask results (information about each subtask, each time it is simulated during
the first iteration), shift results (for each shift during the first iteration,
summary information is provided), iteration results (summarized information for
the first 5 iterations of a run), and run/task results (summarized information
over all iterations of a task). Table \ presents the detail of the content of
each output type. The broad selection of output data provides the MAPPS
user/analyst with an efficient and effective tool for gaining greater insight
into the performance of selected maintenance activities.



Sensitivity Testing of MAPPS

Upon the completion of major model development efforts and prior to the
formal evaluation of the model, MAPPS was subjected to sensitivity testing. The
purpose of these tests were: (1) to determine the reasonableness of the model
and to ensure proper directionality, =jnd (2) to identify portions of the model
which might require calibration prior to formal model evaluation efforts.

The task simulated in the sensitivity tests was "test and repair of a
control rod drive motor." This task is performed by two maintainers and is com-
posed of 32 subtasks. In total, 37 sensitivity test runs were completed. Thirty
of these runs involved unitary variation of parameters while the remaining 7
addressed simultaneous multiple variation of parameters that allowed the joint
effects on model output to be examined with respect to "favorable" and
"unfavorable" conditions. Although it is not possible in this paper to discuss
in detail all results of the sensitivity testing, an example of the types of
results obtained is presented in Table 2. This table outlines the variations in
certain output data as a result of varying supervisors acceptance level from .70
(moderately critical supervisor) to .98 (highly critical supervisor). These
results, like most of the others obtained during the sensitivity testing indicate
proper directionality and plausible changes in magnitude. Results of the
sensitivity testing indicated some need for minor calibration within the model
which was subsequently carried out. Detailed results of the sensitivity testing
is presented in Ref. 8.

MAPPS Model Evaluation

The implementation, ultimate widespread use and overall value of a model
such as MAPPS is dependent upon a number of critical issues. In order to ensure
that MAPPS meets the goals for which it was designed and in order to gain a
broader perspective of its potential applications, a comprehensive effort focused
upon model evaluation has been undertaken. These currently on-going efforts
specifically address critical issues within four general areas: practicality,
acceptability, usefulness and validity. Practicality refers to such issues as
the feasibility of implementing MAPPS on a computer installation other than that
on which it was developed (i.e., transportability), the cost of implementing the
model, ease of developing input data and training requirements for potential
users. Acceptability is reflected in the users attitudes toward MAPPS and the
information it produces, i.e., the sum of positive and negative responses to
MAPPS and its characteristics. Usefulness refers to the compatability of the
model's diverse outputs and capabilities with the needs of its various potential
user categories (i.e., NRC personnel, NPP maintenance management, architect/
engineers), along with its convenience and economy as an analytic tool. Validity
refers to the extent to which: (1) the simulation is internally consistent
(internal validity), and (2) predicts NPP maintainer performance (empirical
validity).



The assessment of internal validity refers to determining the consistency
and coherence of the MAPPS logic design; i.e.r it is an examination of the
relations within the set of MAPPS variables and whether these variables behave
logically and consistently.

The assessment of empirical validity within the current study is subdivided
into an indirect and direct approach. Within the indirect approach, the issue
addressed is the correspondence of a consensus of expert opinion regarding likely
maintenance performance under specified conditions with the projections of MAPPS.
Within the direct approach, measures of actual NPP maintenance performance will
be obtained and the conditions surrounding that performance will be measured.
Results of the measures obtained in the field.will be correlated to similar
measures generated by MAPPS. Table 3 lists the various evaluation issues that
are being addressed.

Practicality issues focus primarily on characteristics that are obtainable
directly from the model developers (Applied Psychological Services, Inc.). Their
expert judgement, prior experience, and close association with the MAPPS model
will provide qualitative and quantitative elaborations of the identified issues
of interest. TVra other issues (expandability and generality) will be addressed
in a similar manner.

Issues pertaining to the reaction of the various user groups to the model
ere being assessed using a case approach method. This method, as applied in the
MAPPS evaluation efforts consists of presenting to each user group a set of three
problem scenarios developed around typical decision-making situations that may be
encountered by each user group. Each user group is then supplied with output
from MAPPS, applicable to the current situation and is asked to respond to a
number of questions related to the usefulness of the MAPPS data in reaching a
decision. A typical problem situation would include information pertaining to
personnel, the environment, procedures, equipment accessibility, protective
clothing, etc., and would also pose a particular problem. For example, an I&C
supervisor wants to decrease performance time without increasing errors. He
suspects that heat, noise level and procedures quality may affect performance
time and errors. In addition he suspects that the infrequent performance of this
task and possible lack of training may also affect performance. His concern is
to what degree do each of these factors contribute to decreased performance time
and errors and which problem areas to address initially to obtain maximum
improvement.

After being presented with this problem situation, each user group will be
presented with output from MAPPS and asked to respond to questions such as:

• For the decision at hand, how useful is the model in supplying needed
information?

• For the decision at hand, how would you use the information supplied by
the model?

• For the decision at hand, is the information provided by MAPPS at a
sufficient level of detail?



Efforts focused on the internal consistency (internal validity) issue will
attempt to verify the coherence and consistency of the MAPPS logic. These
efforts will include an examination of the defined relationships within the set
of variables included in the MAPPS model and whether the model behaves, in fact,
in consonance with them. A correlational approach will be used to examine both
the input to module relationships and the module to output relationships. The
goal of these efforts are to verify that the behavior of MAPPS is internally
consistent with the design intent.

As mentioned earlier, the external validity issue is being addressed by both
an expert consensus and empirical approach. 'For the expert consensus approach,
an assessment of the degree of agreement of MAPPS predictions with the
predictions of a panel of experts will be made. Three tasks will be developed
for presentation to panels of experts from the various user groups and for MAPPS
runs.

Each of the three consensus tasks will be described L. detail to the panels.
The conditions surrounding the performance of each task will be clearly specified
and the sequence of subtasks will be presented. Participants will be asked to
provide estimates of a number of performance measures such as average task
duration time and probability of success. These estimates will be made by each
member of the panel on an individual basis. After individual estimates or
projections have been completed, the results will be reviewed with the panel
collectively. The MAPPS output for the tasks addressed will be presented to the
panel, and after a -jroup discussion of results, panel members will be asked
individually to reestimate or to revise their original estimates, if they wish.
After this second round of estima.es has been complet'jd, individual estimates
will again be reviewed by the panel. It is expected that after two or three
rounds of this procedure, the individual expert estimates will converge and a
best estimate of the group opinion will have been obtained.

For each variable judged by the experts, a point estimate will exist. For
each model run and variable of interest, a mean and standard deviation will have
been generated by MAPPS. This allows direct comparison of the MAPPS results with
the opinions of the experts. Agreement between the MAPPS output and the
consensus of the experts will be assumed to have been demonstrated for a variable
if the expert consensus falls within plus or minus one standard deviation of the
MAPPS mean.

For the empirical approach to the external validity issue, the performance
of a set of actual maintenance tasks in NPP settings are being observed and
performance measures are being obtained. Analogous MAPPS simulations will be
completed, and correlational comparisons will be made across the observed and the
MAPPS output data. The collection of field data at one NPP has been completed
and collection of data at a second plant is scheduled for late FY-1984.



The tasks addressed at the first NPP involved two-man.teams of either
instrument and control technicians or electricians, depending on the task to be
observed. Ten teams of maintainers were observed for each task and data were
collected on a number of performance measures. The tasks addressed were: (1)
corrective maintenance of Limitorque valve actuators, (2) source range channel
calibration, and (3) reactor pressurizer channel wide range level calibration.
The performance measures observed included task completion time, number of
subtask successes/failures, the number of undetected errors, the number of
detected errors, time spent in subtask repetition and waiting time. A
maintenance supervisor assisted the data collection team in collecting data and
in identifying errors committed by the observed teams.

Following the observation of the performance by each team, interviews with
the team were conducted and paper and pencil questionnaires administered to
determine various maintainer characteristics that would be necessary for
completing the corresponding MAPPS run. Characteristics determined in this
manner included psycho-motor ability, intellective ability, aspiration level, and
stress threshold.

Preliminary results from the comparison of observed task times to task tilths
predicted by MAPPS shows very good agreement. For task 2, the observed mean time
and standard deviation were respectively 73.6 and 14.2 minutes. The MAPPS model
predicted 78.0 and 13.4 minutes, respectively. For task 3, the observed values
were 119.8 and 17.6, respectively, while MAPPS estimated values of 117.0 and 9.6,
respectively. Although these results should be regarded as preliminary in
nature, they indicate the potential for demonstrating a high degree of external
validity for MAPPS.

The collection of all necessary MAPPS model evaluation data is scheduled to
be completed by the end of FY-1984. Analysis of all data and resolution of the
evaluation issues identified in Table 3 is scheduled to be completed by the end
of FY-1984. A NUREG/CR report addressing the model evaluation phase of the work
in this program will be published by mid FY-1985.

Potential Applications of MAPPS

The primary purpose of the MAPPS model is to provide input (in the form of
human reliability data) to the human reliability analysis portion of PRA.
Chapter 4 of the PRA Procedures Guide9 clearly recognizes the potential of human
errors in contributing to the overall risk associated with the operation of a
NPP. Effective application of a human reliability analysis in support of PRA
studies requires a comprehensive source of human reliability data. One of the
primary sources for such data is the Handbook of Human Reliability Analysis with
Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant Applications.iU The human errors dealt with in
this "handbook," however, are primarily NPP operator-oriented and generally
cannot be applied to NPP maintenance tasks. The MAPPS computer simulation model
is capable* of supplying to the human reliability analyst a-'source of data
specifically geared toward the NPP maintenance context. Although the output data
from MAPPS is not in itself empirical, the model is firmly based on NPP
maintainer job analytic data, was sensitivity tested against maintenance task
analytic data, and is being empirically validated against observed (not historic)
data from the field. Thus, MAPPS should represent a rich and reliable source of
data for the PRA analyst.



Data from MAPPS with respect to maintainer tasks can be used within the
human reliability analysis portion of PRA in the same way that the "handbook"
data pertaining to operator tasks is currently used. One distinct advantage of
the simulation technique over the THERP (Technique for Human Error Rate
Prediction) technique as employed in current human reliability analysis methods
is that many of the subjective aspects of the quantitative assessment phase of
these methods are addressed in the simulation itself. Manual analyst tasks such
as assigning human-error probabilities, estimating the relative effects of
performance shaping factors, assessing dependence, determining success and
failure probabilities and determining the effects of recovery factors are
addressed automatically by the simulation. Although it is cautioned that no
methodology or technique should be indiscriminately applied, proper application
of the MAPPS model should lead to a source of maintainer data for the analyst
that is comprehensive, reliable, and relatively free from potential subjective
bias by the analyst.

As illustrated in Table 1, MAPPS has the capability of generating a large
number of output variables at four hierarchial levels. These data provide the
analyst not only with an overall measure of task performance such as probability
of task success, but also with a host of other measures which provide significant
insight into the task being addressed. Because of this, the application of the
MAPPS model extends beyond its primary purpose for PRA. Some simple but relevant
applications of MAPPS are listed:

• Aid in determining optimal manning requirements for a series of critical
maintenance tasks.

• Aid in determining optimal scheduling of maintenance tasks given a fixed
work team.

• For a given set of maintenance tasks, determination of abilities required
and degree of familiarity required for successful performance.

• Determination of the degree of performance improvement of newly written
procedures compared to old procedures.

• Given a specific budget, determination of whether increased training,
enhanced procedures or better environmental control would be most cost effective
in increasing performance.

• Given two system designs of equipment, determination of which is
easier/most cost effective to maintain?

• Given two different maintenance structures at two similar NPPs,
determination of which structure is best, and why?

• Given a new system design, determination of how much downtime should be
expected due to scheduled maintenance?

• Given a new maintenance procedure, determination of what part is most
difficult/most stressful/most error prone for maintainers?

Other specific uses of the information provided by MAPPS include but are not
limited to: (1) maintenance system design evaluation (e.g., estimating time to
repair existing systems, identifying maintainability problems in existing
systems, evaluating maintenance procedures), (2) maintenance c; orations analysis
(e.g., comparison and optimization of maintenance strategies, maintenance
planning/scheduling), and (3) contributing data for a human factors data store.



Summary and Conclusions

The development of the MAPPS model has been completed and the model is
currently undergoing evaluation. These efforts are addressing a number of
identified issues concerning practicality, acceptability, usefulness, and
validity. Preliminary analysis of the evaluation data that has been collected
indicates that MAPPS will provide comprehensive and reliable data for PRA
purposes and for a number of other applications.

The MAPPS computer simulation model provides the user with a sophisticated
tool for gaining insights into tasks performed by NPP maintenance personnel. Its
wide variety of input parameters and output data makes it extremely flexible for
application to a number of diverse applications. With the demonstration of
favorable model evaluation results, the MAPPS model will represent a valuable
source of NPP maintainer reliability data and provide PRA studies with a source
of data on maintainers that has previously not existed.
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Table 1. Detail of Content of Each Output Type
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End Ability Levcl-Perceptual-motor
Radiation Absorption
Time on Task

Personnel Characteristics
Ability Level-Intellective
Ability Lcvcl-Pcrccptual-motor
Ability Difference-Intellective
Ability Difference-Pereeptual-motor
Ability Difference Effect
Fatigue Effect-Intellective
Fatigue Effect-Perceptual-motor
Heat Effect-Intellective
Heat Effect-Perccptual-motor
Pace Adjustment Factor
Time Stress
Communication Stress
Total Stress
Maximum Total Stress
Subtatk with Maximum Stress
End Total Stress
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Personnel Ratio
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.



TABLE 2

Results of the Onitary Variation of Supervisors Acceptance Level from Moderately
" Critical (.70) to Highly Critical (.98)

A. Duration time increased by 37 minutes for this 6-7 hour task.

B. Success proportion decreased by 24%.

C. Failures due to time overrun increased by 12%.

D. Failures due to excessive repetition of failed subtasks increased by 12%.

R. Maximum stress of the work crew increased by 18%.

F. The performance index (ratio of the number of successfully completed subtasks
across all iterations to the total number of subtasks attempted) decreased by
11%.

TABLE 3

Model Evaluation Issues

Practicality Issues

Cost of Ownership
Personnel Requirements to Run MAPPS
Training Required to Run MAPPS
Maintenance Requirements of the Code
Hardware Requirements of MAPPS
Portability and Satellite Requirements
Compatability with Other Computer Systems
MAPPS Run Requirements (i.e., data required)

Acceptability and Perceived Usefulness Issues

Reaction of NFC # "
,_ Reaction of Utilities

Reaction of Architect/Engineer Firms
Expandability
Generality m

Completeness

Validity Issues

Internal Consistency
External Validity


